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**ABSTRACT**

On the Flathead Indian Reservation in northwest Montana, there are 41 fish and wildlife crossing structures (WCS) and 16.6 miles of wildlife fencing along a reconstructed 56-mile segment of U.S. Highway 93 North, also referred to as the 'the People's Way.' The People's Way Partnership is a collaboration of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT), Western Transportation Institute at Montana State University, Montana Department of Transportation (MDT), and Defenders of Wildlife, with most funding from small private or non-profit foundation grants. Our mission is to effectively communicate the conservation value of the wildlife mitigation measures along US 93 North. The partnership was created when we recognized that many people in the region were not sufficiently aware of the value or efficacy of the mitigation measures.

We have undertaken numerous outreach efforts to increase knowledge of and support for healthy, connected wildlife populations and to promote a sense of environmental stewardship among residents living near US 93 North. These efforts can serve as a model for successful educational activities aimed at generating support for wildlife-highway mitigations.

We gave presentations to 950 children (from kindergarten to high school) in the region about the highway project. We combined these presentations with a drawing contest to encourage the children to think about the importance of WCS for human and wildlife safety. This outreach effort was important, as there are many children who never travel outside of their towns and thus do not see the structures, connecting children not only to a larger scientific concept but also to community conservation efforts on their own Reservation. The pivotal role the CSKT played in the development and subsequent monitoring of the WCS was also emphasized in our talks, which can be a source of pride and empowerment. Students submitted over 340 posters. A judging event included representatives from federal and state transportation and natural resource management agencies, CSKT, and road ecology academics. A selection of the drawings was
displayed at an art gallery event in Missoula. An awards ceremony further involved the public and media. We plan on creating additional outreach materials using the art.

Several other outreach activities have been undertaken. A large outreach poster was designed and printed to display photos of the diversity of wildlife species using the WCS. We created an informational brochure detailing the history of the project and the purpose of the WCS. We give these materials to agencies, classes, and the general public with frequent requests for additional copies. In addition, we provide numerous public-friendly, interactive presentations to classrooms, agencies, and organizations throughout the area. We are currently creating permanent educational signs for the traveling public at pertinent locations along the transportation corridor. We envision our efforts will lead to increased citizen, institutional, and governmental support for more sustainable highway practices throughout the West and the United States.
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